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The global postbuckling stability of latticed dome structures is dependent on the overall geometry and the 
structural properties of the individual members. In this study, the global stability of a spherical dome 
structure is compared with a spherical dome structure with a slightly different geometry but with similar 
members.  This difference in geometry is largely achieved because of the characteristics of the 
triangulation scheme used to subdivide a spherical triangle into smaller spherical triangles using an 
optimal (i.e. smallest) number of different arc lengths. This triangulation scheme is based on concentric 
“triangular rings” denoted by the bold lines in the figure below. As shown in this figure, the rings are on 
the same spherical surface in one dome segment, but in the second structure, every other concentric ring 
is displaced a small amount from the surface of the sphere.  Displacing the concentric rings in this 
triangulation scheme maintains the same optimal subdivision which is not the case for other optimal 
subdivision schemes. 

The dome structures being compared are based on the icosahedral subdivision of a sphere using the 
upper 5 segments of a spherical icosahedron to form a single layer dome structure.  The members in each 
structure are assumed to be pin-connected. 

The global postbuckling stability of the structures is evaluated using a method developed by the 
author and described in References [1] and [2].  Post-buckling stability is compared for both equilibrium 
and collapse conditions.  It was shown in Reference [3] that the post-buckling modes can be vastly 
different under equilibrium and collapse conditions.   
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